This paper contains the proofs of two theorems on the n-gon M n of minimum area circumscribed about a convex region R in the plane. Theorem 1 shows that the area of M n is a convex function of n and Theorem 3 shows that if R is symmetric about a point there exists an Min which is also symmetric. The corresponding theorems on inscribed polygons are also given. These theorems were conjectured by R. B. Kershner.
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The symbols a and b with subscripts will be used to represent the sides of circumscribed polygons or the vertices of inscribed polygons. It will be convenient to replace the circular order of the sides (vertices) flo» #1» • • * > #n-i of a polygon by an artificial linear ordering a 0 <ai< • • • <a n -i<a n , where a n represents the same side (vertex) as a 0 . The order of the sides (vertices) of circumscribed (inscribed) polygons is established by the order of the contact points (vertices) on the boundary of the convex region. 
Case 2. Let there be no such sequence of sides. Then there must be a sequence of the form ao^bo<bi<ai^a r^i^b8 -i<b 8 <a r since there are n intervals [a t , a»+i) and n+2b's in these intervals. We may assume s^r+1 since otherwise we could renumber the sides starting from a r~i which we would call a<>. We may even assume that s«r+l, for otherwise & r+ i>a r and ft w +i <a n and hence there is a first subscript t>r for which b t +i<a t . Then b t^at^i and we may replace t by r and /+1 by 5 so that s -r+1. :s =aobiai--bQbib2 which is greater than 0 as can be shown using Lemma 2 and elementary geometry. Hence M n +M n +2<C+D £2M n+1 .
Case 2. Let there be no such sequence of sides. The proof is similar to that of Case 2 of Theorem 1 except that Lemma 3 is used instead of Lemma 1. PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 except that Lemma 3 is used instead of Lemma 1.
